S-Moise+: A Middleware for developing Organised Multi-Agent Systems
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Abstract. The Multi-agent Systems (MAS) area, while concerning heterogeneous and open systems, has evolved towards the specification of global constraints that agents are supposed to follow. A subset of these constraints are known as organisation of the MAS. This paper describes a software implementation, called SMoise+, that tries to fill the gap between the organisational constraints and the agents autonomy. This software ensures that all agents will follow the organisation without requiring that they are developed in a specific language or architecture.
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1 Introduction

The assignment of an organisation to a Multi-Agent System (MAS) is useful to deal with the problems that could arise from the agents' autonomy, specially in open MAS [12] where we do not know what kind of agent will enter into the system (this motivation for organised MAS is well described in [20,4]). In this context, the organisation is a set of behavioural constraints that a group of agents adopts in order to control the agent’s autonomy and easily achieve their global purposes [5]. This approach is based on human societies that are successfully using organisation (e.g. social roles) to have a global coherent behaviour. The definition of a proper organisation for a MAS is not an easy task, once the organisation could be too flexible (the organisation does not help the achievement of the global purpose) or too stiff (the organisation extinguishes the agent’s autonomy). A initial good organisation is normally set up by the MAS designer,
however it may become not suitable in dynamic environments. In these cases the system must support dynamic changes on its organisation [16].

The precise concept of constraint that will be used to describe an organisation is defined by the underlying organisational model. These models may be divided in two points of view: agent centered or organisation centered [17]. While the former takes the agents as the engine for the organisation formation, the latter sees the opposite direction: the organisation exists a priori (defined by the designer or by the agents themselves) and the agents ought to follow it. In addition to this classification, we propose to group these organisational models in (i) those that stress the society’s global plans and their execution coordination (e.g. T.E.M.S [18], steam [21]); (ii) those that have their focus on the society’s roles and groups (e.g. AGR [8], Tove [9]); and (iii) the models based on a deontic approach where norm, among others, is the main concept (e.g. Islander [6], OPERA [4]). Thus we should state that organisation models usually take into account the functional (the first group), the structural (second group), and/or the deontic (the third group) dimension of the organisation. The \( \text{MOISE}^+ \) organisational model is an attempt to join these three dimensions into an unified model suitable for the reorganisation process [14,15]. The \( \text{MOISE}^+ \) main property concerning the reorganisation problem is to be an organizational centered (OC) model where the first two dimensions can be specified almost independently of each other and after properly linked by the deontic dimension. This linkage allows the MAS to change the structure without changing the functioning, and vice versa, the system only needs to adjust its deontic relation.

In order to implement a system that follows organisational constraints we can also take either an agent centered or an organisational centered point of view (in [22] these points of view are called agent and institutional perspectives). In the former point of view, the focus is on how to develop an agent reasoning mechanism that follows the organisation. The implementation approach is endogenous to the agent. In the latter, the main concern is how to develop an MAS framework that ensure the satisfaction of the organisational constraints. This point of view is more suitable for heterogeneous and open systems, since, as an exogenous approach, the agent implementation, architecture, and programming language does not matter. Of course the agents probably need to have access to an organisational specification that enable them to eventually reason about it. However, the agents will follow the organisation despite their organisational reasoning abilities. As far as we know, the following implementations of such a kind of framework are available: Ameli [7] (based on Islander), MadKit [11] (based on AGR), and Karma [19] (based on steam). Hence we are concerned with dynamic organisation, the \( \text{MOISE}^+ \) should be used as the underlying organisational model. In this paper we describe an MAS framework called \( S-\text{MOISE}^+ \) (Sec. 3) which ensure that agents running on it will follow the constraints specified using the \( \text{MOISE}^+ \) model (Sec. 2).
2 The Moise\textsuperscript{+} Organisational Model

The Moise\textsuperscript{+} (Model of Organisation for multi-Agent SystEms) considers the organisational structure and functioning. However, this model adds an explicit deontic relation among these first two dimensions to better explain how an MAS’s organisation collaborates for the global purpose and make the agents able to reason on the fulfilment of their obligations or not \cite{15}. These three dimensions form the Organisational Specification (OS). When a set of agents adopts an OS they form an Organisational Entity (OE) and, once created, its history starts and runs by events like other agents entering and/or leaving the OE, group creation, role adoption, mission commitment, etc.

The Moise\textsuperscript{+} Structural Specification (SS) is built in three levels: (i) the behaviours that an agent is responsible for when it adopts a role (individual level), (ii) the acquaintance, communication, and authority links between roles (social level), and (iii) the aggregation of roles in groups (collective level). The Moise\textsuperscript{+}’s SS also allows us to ascribe the well formed attribute to a group in case the roles of the agents are compatible among them, the minimum and maximum number of role players are satisfied inside a group, etc.

Throughout the text, a soccer team is used as an example to describe the model (a formal definition is found in \cite{14}). A soccer team that we will specify is formed by players with roles like goalkeeper, back player, leader, attacker, coach, etc. These role players are distributed in two groups (defense and attack) which form the main group (the team group). This team structure is specified, using the Moise\textsuperscript{+} notation, in the Fig. 1. For instance, in the defense group specification, three roles are allowed and any defense group will be well formed if there is one, and only one, agent playing the role goalkeeper, exactly three agents playing backs, and, optionally, one agent playing the leader role (see the composition relation in Fig. 1). The goalkeeper has authority on the backs. The leader player is also allowed to be a back since these roles are compatible. Due to the role specialisation (see the inheritance relation in Fig. 1), the leader also can play the goalkeeper role. In the same example, a team is well formed if it has one defense sub-group, one attack sub-group, one or two agents playing the coach role, one agent playing the leader role, and the two sub-groups are also well formed. In this structure, the coach has authority on all players by an authority link. The players, in any group, can communicate with each other and are allowed to represent the coach (since they have an acquaintance link). There must be a leader either in the defense or attack group. The leader has authority on all players on all groups, since s/he has an authority link on the player role. For every authority link there is an implicit communication link and for every communication link there is an implicit acquaintance link.

A Moise\textsuperscript{+} group can have intra-group and inter-group links. The intra-group links state that an agent playing the link source role in a group gr is linked to all agents playing the destination role in the same group gr or in a gr sub-group. The inter-group links state that an agent playing the source role is linked to all agents playing the destination role despite the groups these agents belong to. For example, the coach authority on player is an inter-group link (the coach and
the player agents do not need to belong to the same group), while the goalkeeper authority on backs is an intra-group link (both agents must belong to the same group to "use" this link).

The Functional Specification (FS) describes how an MAS usually achieves its global (collective) goals stating how these goals are decomposed (by plans) and distributed to the agents (by missions). The scheme can be seen as a goal decomposition tree where the root is a global goal and the leaves are goals that can be achieved by one agent. Such decompositions may be set either by the MAS designer who specifies its expertise in the scheme or by the agents that store their past (best) solutions. In the soccer example, suppose the team has a rehearsed play as the one specified in the Fig. 2. This scheme has three missions ($m_1$, $m_2$, and $m_3$) — a mission is a set of coherent goal that an agent can commit to. When an agent commits to a mission, it is responsible for all this missions’ goals. For example, an agent committed to the mission $m_3$ has the goals “be placed in the opponent goal area”, “shot at the opponent’s goal”, and, a common goal, “score a goal”.

In a scheme, each goal $g_i \in \mathcal{G}$ (where $\mathcal{G}$ is the set of global goals) may be decomposed in sub-goals through plans using three operators:

- sequence “,”: the plan “$g_1 = g_2, g_3$” means that the goal $g_1$ will be achieved if the goal $g_2$ is achieved and after that also the goal $g_2$ is achieved;
Fig. 2. A “side attack” scheme of the soccer team.

- choice “|”: the plan “$g_1 = g_2 \mid g_3$” means that the goal $g_1$ will be achieved if one, and only one, of the goals $g_2$ or $g_3$ is achieved; and
- parallelism “∥”: the plan “$g_1 = g_2 \parallel g_3$” means that the goal $g_1$ will be achieved if both $g_2$ and $g_3$ are achieved, but they can be achieved in parallel.

The Deontic Specification (DS) describes the roles’ permissions and obligations for missions. A permission $\text{permission}(\rho, m)$ states that an agent playing the role $\rho$ is allowed to commit to the mission $m$. Furthermore, an obligation $\text{obligation}(\rho, m)$ states that an agent playing $\rho$ ought to commit to $m$. For example, in the soccer team DS (Tab. 1), three roles have the right to start the scheme of the Fig. 2 because they have the permission for this scheme’s root missions. Once the scheme is created, the other agents (playing back, middle, . . . ) are obligated by their roles’ deontic relations to participate in this scheme. These other agents ought to pursue their mission’s goals just in the order allowed by this scheme. For instance, when a middle agent accepts the mission $m_2$, it will try to achieve its goal “be placed in the middle field” only after the goal “get the ball” is already satisfied by a back agent committed to the mission $m_1$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>role</th>
<th>deontic relation</th>
<th>mission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>back</td>
<td>permission</td>
<td>$m_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>middle</td>
<td>obligation</td>
<td>$m_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attacker</td>
<td>obligation</td>
<td>$m_3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Partial view of the soccer team deontic relations.
3 S-Moise+ Organisational Middleware

S-Moise+ is an open source implementation of an organisational middleware that follows the Moise+ model. This middleware is the interface between the agents and the overall system, providing access to the communication layer (see Fig. 3), information about the current state of the organisation (created groups, schemes, roles assignments, etc.), and allowing the agents to change the organisation entity and specification. Of course these changes are constrained to ensure that the agents respect the organisational specification.

S-Moise+ has two main components: an OrgBox API that agents use to access the organisational layer (this component is detailed in Sec. 3.2) and a special agent called OrgManager. This agent has the current state of the OE and maintains it consistent. The OrgManager receives messages from the agents’ OrgBox asking for changes in the OE state (e.g. role adoption, group creation, mission commitment). This OrgManager changes the OE only if it does not violate an organisational constraint. For example, if an agent wants to adopt a role $\rho_1$ but it already has a role $\rho_2$ and these two roles are not compatible, the adoption of $\rho_1$ must be denied.

The state of an OE is represented by the following tuple:

$$\langle os, A, GI, grType, subGr, agRole, ST, scType, agMis, gState \rangle \quad (1)$$

where:

- $os$ is the initial organisational specification (in S-Moise+, OrgManager reads this OS from an XML file);
- $A$ is the set of agents in the MAS;
- $GI$ is the set of created groups;
- $grType : GI \rightarrow GT$ maps the group specification for each group in $GI$ ($GT$ is the set of group specifications defined in $os$);
- $subGr : GI \rightarrow P(GI)$ maps the sub-groups of each group;
- $agRole : A \rightarrow P(R \times GI)$ maps the roles of the agents ($R$ is the set of roles defined in $os$);
- $SI$ is the set of scheme instances;
- $scType : SI \rightarrow ST \times P(GI)$ maps the specification and the responsible groups for each scheme instance ($ST$ is the set of scheme specifications defined in $os$)$^1$;
- $agMis : A \rightarrow P(M \times SI)$ maps the missions of the agents ($M$ is the set of missions defined in $os$);
- $gState : SI \times G \rightarrow \{unsatisfied, satisfied, impossible\}$ maps the state of each goal ($G$ is the set of global goals defined in $os$).

$^1$ The current version of Moise+ does not constraint the type of the groups that are allowed to be responsible for a scheme instance.
3.1 Organisational Entity Dynamics

The OE is changed by organisational events created by messages that OrgManager receives from the agents. Each event has arguments, preconditions and effects (Tab. 2 summarises these events). In this paper we describe only some of the events using our soccer example, a full formalisation can be found in [13] and http://www.lti.usp.br/moise.

As an example, suppose we have an OE where the following events happened:

- `createGroup('team')`: a group, identified hereafter by `gr`, was created from the team group specification defined in Fig. 1;
- `createSubGroup('defense', gr)`: a group, identified hereafter by `gr_d`, was created from the defense group specification as `gr` sub-group;
- `createSubGroup('attack', gr)`: a group, identified hereafter by `gr_a`, was created from the attack group specification as a `gr` sub-group;
- `createScheme('side_attack', {gr})`: an instance of the side attack scheme specification (Fig. 2), identified by `sch_a`, was created, the agents of the group `gr` are responsible for this scheme missions.

After these events, the groups are not well formed, since there is no agents engaged with their roles (see Fig. 4). The defense group, for instance, needs one agent playing goalkeeper. If an agent `α` wants to adopt the role `ρ` in the group `gr`, it must create the event `roleAdoption(α, ρ, gr)`. Notice that a role is always adopted inside a group of agents, since role is a relational concept [1].

The reasons for an agent to adopt a role is not covered by the Moise model, for more details regarding motivations for role adoption, the reader is referred to [10,8,3]. The role adoption event in S-Moise has the following preconditions:

1. the role `ρ` must belong to `gr`’s group specification;
2. the number of `ρ` players in `gr` must be lesser or equals than the maximum number of `ρ` players defined in the `gr`’s compositional specification;
3. for all roles `ρ_i` that `α` already plays, the roles `ρ` and `ρ_i` must be intra-group compatible in the `gr`’s group specification;
4. for all roles `ρ_i` that `α` already plays in groups other than `gr`, the roles `ρ` and `ρ_i` must be inter-group compatible.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Description (some preconditions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>createGroup( gt )</td>
<td>Creates a new group from specification $gt$ ($gt \in GT$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>createSubGroup( gt, gi )</td>
<td>Creates a new $gi$ sub-group based on specification $gt$ ($gi$ identifies an instance group).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>removeGroup( gi )</td>
<td>Removes the group identified by $gi$ (the group must be empty — no player, no sub-groups, and no schemes).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>createScheme( st, gis )</td>
<td>Creates a new scheme instance from specification $st$ ($st \in ST$), $gis$ ($gis \subseteq GT$) is a set of groups that are responsible for the new scheme execution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finishScheme( si )</td>
<td>The scheme $si$ is finished.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setSatified( α, si, g )</td>
<td>The goal $g$ of the scheme $si$ is satisfied by the agent $α$ ($α$ must be committed to a mission that includes $g$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setImpossible( α, si, g )</td>
<td>The goal $g$ of the scheme $si$ is impossible ($α$ must be committed to a mission that includes $g$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enterOrg( α )</td>
<td>The agent $α$ enters the system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leaveOrg( α )</td>
<td>The agent $α$ leaves the system (it must have neither roles nor missions).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roleAdoption( α, ρ, gr )</td>
<td>The agent $α$ adopts the role $ρ$ in the group $gr$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>giveRoleUp( α, ρ, gr )</td>
<td>The agent $α$ gives up the role $ρ$ in the group $gr$ (this role missions must be finished).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commitMission( α, m, si )</td>
<td>The agent $α$ commits to the mission $m$ in the scheme $si$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finishMission( α, m, si )</td>
<td>The agent $α$ finishes its mission $m$ in the scheme $si$ (all the mission’s goal must be satisfied or declared impossible).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. S-MOISE+ main Organisational Events.**

In our example, suppose that eleven agents have adopted roles such as the three groups are well formed and the goal “get the boal” of the scheme $sch_{sa}$ is already satisfied. Among these agents, ‘Lucio’ has adopted the role middle in the $gr_d$ group (once $gr_d$ is a sub-group of $gr_t$, Lucio also belongs to $gr_t$). Is this agent following its organisational obligations? No, because he plays a middle role, there is a side attack scheme created by his group, and his role is obligated to commit to mission $m_2$ (the Fig. 5 describes the algorithm that gets all missions an agent is obligated to). To be organisationally well behaved, Lucio commits to the $m_2$ mission through the event `commitMission('Lucio', $m_2$, $sch_{sa}$)`. From the OrgManager point of view, this event also has some preconditions:

1. the scheme must not be finished yet;
2. the agent must play a role in the scheme’s responsible groups;
3. this role must be permitted or obligated to the mission, as defined in the DS.

After his commitment, Lucio will likely pose the question: which are the global goal I have to achieve? In the case of his $m_2$ goals, only the goal “be
placed in the middle field” is permitted (see Fig. 2). His second goal “go to the opponent back line” is not permitted by the current state of \( sch_{sa} \). This second goal should be pursued only after another global goal is satisfied, since it depends on “kick the ball to” achievement. The algorithm of Fig. 6 is used in the OrgManager implementation to identify permitted global goals. Thus, while some goals are becoming satisfied (event \texttt{setSatisfied}), others become permitted. When a goal becomes permitted, the agents committed to it are informed by the OrgManager. This mechanism is very useful to coordinate the agents in the scheme execution. The agent developer do not need to program messages that synchronise the agents in the schema execution.

The OrgManager ensures that every organisational events generated by the agents will not violate the following organisational constraints specified in \textit{\textsc{Moise}}:

- the maximum number of role players in a group;
- the roles compatibility;
- an agent will commit only to missions it is permitted or obligated by its roles;
- only groups, schemes, and roles specified can be created.

Moreover, OrgManager provides useful information for the agents’ organisational reasoning and coordination, for example: missions they are forced to commit.
function getObligatedMissions(agent α)

all ← empty list \{list of obligated missions\}
for all role ρ the agent α plays do
  gr ← the group where ρ is being played
  for all scheme si that gr is responsible to do
    if si is not finished then
      for all mission m in the scheme si do
        if obligated(ρ, m) is in the deontic specificaion then
          all ← append(all, m)
        end if
      end for
    end if
  end for
end for
return all

Fig. 5. Algorithm to compute the missions an agent is obligated to.

to and goals it can pursue. The agents can get this information through their OrgBox API.

Among the MOISE+ specification elements, only the the authority link is not ensured in the current implementation. We probably need to change the agent reasoning mechanism to ensure authority, and it is out of this paper focus.

3.2 Agents’ OrgBox

The OrgBox is the interface the agents use to access the organisational layer and thus the communication layer. When an agent desires to (i) change the organisational entity (adopt a role, for instance), (ii) send a message to another agent, or (iii) get the organisational entity state it has to ask this service for its OrgBox. The OrgBox will therefore interact with the OrgManager or another agent using the communication layer. In the S-MOISE+ current implementation, the communication layer is implemented by SACI (http://www.lti.pcs.usp.br/saci) — a KQML compliant multi-agent communication infrastructure. We have developed a protocol in the communication layer that OrgManager and OrgBox follow to exchange information and organisational events. We can see the OrgBox as a component that encapsulates this protocol.

When an agent asks OrgManager for a “copy” of the current state of the OE, it will not receive exactly what is in the OrgManager’s memory. In the MOISE+, an agent is allowed to know another agent α only in case it plays a role ρ1, α plays ρ2 and these roles are linked by an acquaintance relation. For example the player role of the Fig. 1 has an acquaintance link to the coach role, thus an agent playing this role is allowed to know the agents playing coach. Indeed, since player is an abstract role, no agent will adopt it, however other roles (like back, leader, etc.) will inherit this acquaintance link from the player role. OrgBox also
function isPermitted(scheme sch, goal g)

if g is the sch root then
  return true
else
  g is in a plan that match "g₀ = ⋯ g ⋯".
  if g is in a plan that match "g₀ = ⋯ gᵢ, g ⋯" then
    if gᵢ is already satisfied then
      return true
    else
      return false
  end if
else
  return isPermitted(sch, g₀)
end if

Fig. 6. Algorithm to verify permitted goals.

ensures that an agent will send messages only to agents it has a communication link.

While the OrgBox is invoked by the agent (to send messages, ask for information, change the organisation), it is also invoked by the OrgManager. When the state of a scheme that some agent is committed to changes, OrgManager informs this agent’s OrgBox about its new obligations and goals it can pursue. The OrgBox then notifies the agent about its event. Of course the OrgBox only informs the agent about its permitted goals, it is a matter of the agent to achieve them (by plans, behaviours, etc.). What is stated in the organisational model is that the agent is responsible for such a goal. An important feature of our proposal is that it does not require any specific type of agent architecture, since we are concerned with open system. The only requirement is that agents use the OrgBox API to interact with the system. An agent could even interact with the OrgManager directly using KQML or FIPA-ACL. However, in this case the communication link constraint will not be guaranteed, since in this case agents are getting direct access to the communication layer.

4 Contributions and Future Work

In this paper we describe a proposal towards declarative organisation programming. In our proposal, a middleware called $S$-MOISE$^+$ ensures that the agents will follow the organisational constraints. These constraints are declared by the developer (or even by the agents themselves) according to an organisational model. The organisational model used in our proposal enable the declaration of MAS organisational structure (role, groups, links), functioning (global goals, global plans, missions), obligations, and permission. The main features of $S$-MOISE$^+$ are:
- $S\text{-MOISE}^+$ follows an organisational centred point of view where the organisational specification is interpreted at runtime, it is not hardwired in the agents’ code.

- It provides a synchronisation mechanism for scheme execution.

- It is suitable for heterogeneous and open system, since $S\text{-MOISE}^+$ is an exogenous approach and therefore does not require a special agent architecture or programming language.

- It is suitable for reorganisation where the declaration of the organisation can dynamically change. We have successfully used this framework in a soccer team that change its $MOISE^+$ organisational at runtime [16]. Like the organisational events described in Sec. 3.1, the $S\text{-MOISE}^+$ also has reorganisational events that changes the current specification. However, these events are controlled by a special group of agents responsible for the reorganisation process.

Regarding related frameworks, $S\text{-MOISE}^+$ is quite complementary to AMELI, MadKit, and KARMA. Many implementation solutions proposed by these frameworks was adopted in $S\text{-MOISE}^+$ (like the OrgBox which is very similar to Teamcore proxy from KARMA and governor from AMELI). AMELI has a good support for communication and protocols that $S\text{-MOISE}^+$ does not have. However, it does not stress the structural and deontic dimensions like $S\text{-MOISE}^+$. MadKit is focused on the structural dimension and does not include functional and deontic dimension. KARMA is concerned with both the structure and the functioning and has an excellent support for coordination of global plan execution, however it lacks an explicit deontic dimension.

As a future development, we intend to extends $S\text{-MOISE}^+$ with new features like communication dimension, detection of violation of an agent obligation, and a sanction system. We also plan to define an organisational meta level, independently of the organisational model adopted, to create a (i) generic ontology of organisational terms and (ii) to provide translation to and from a particular organisational model to other.
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